Variational problems without coercivity assumption appear in optimal foraging theory models in behavioural ecology. Using direct methods of the calculus of variations, rearrangement techniques, and relaxation theorems, we show that they possess one or no solution in AC-spaces, depending on the prescribed boundary conditions.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the problem of the calculus of variations (Ps) where S > 0 is fixed and W','(O, 1) (sometimes denoted by AC(0, 1)) stands for the usual Sobolev space of continuous functions u: [0, l] + IR with integrable first derivative (in the weak sense).
The main feature of the problem is that it is non-coercive, in a sense explained later.
In the ecological models considered below, where (Ps) appears, the functions q5 and II/ are often of the form 4(x, u') = p(x) e-"', $(x, 0) = h(x) up, with pb 1. 214 This is in sharp contrast with problems of mechanics and elasticity, where 4 is usually of the form 4(x, u') = $[u '12. The classical existence theorem [e.g., 11 , 121 does not apply to (Ps), since no a priori boundedness on minimizing sequences can be inferred for the case e-"', contrary to the coercive case $[u']'.
Using tools of the direct methods of the calculus of variations, this paper studies the existence and non-existence of solutions of (Ps) which depend on the parameter S 3 0.
The simpler case, reviewed in Section 2, where E(u) = j-i 4(x, u'(x)) dx, is studied in [6] . An appropriate assumption on 4, which includes the case 4(x, u') = p(x) e-"' as well as the coercive case (4(x, o') > a)~'/ p, with a > 0, p > 1 ), ensures the existence of solutions for every value S > 0. Note that in this case the constraint u'> 0, which gives an L' bound on minimizing sequences, has a regularizing effect on the existence of minima. It is shown in [6] that for example if 4(x, 0') =e-(li-X)~"', then (Ps) has a solution while the unconstrained problem has none. In Section 3, we deal with the general case and obtain a non-existence result for large values of S.
In Section 4, we obtain an existence result for small values of S for functionals which are more closely related to ecological applications. The existence of a critical value S, > 0 is shown, separating the interval [0, S,], for which (Ps) has a solution, from IS,, + co [, where (Ps) has no solution. Using rearrangement techniques [ 141, we show that the minimizers of (Ps) are convex functions. This result combined with a relaxation type theorem provides a criterion of compactness in the weak topology that we need to construct a solution of (Ps).
Problem (Ps) appears in optimization models of optimal foraging theory [e.g., 261, which is part of behavioural ecology [e.g., 191. These models attempt to find the optimal way for an animal to behave in its foraging activity (i.e., search en acquisition of food).
Recently, Arditi and Dacorogna [Z&4] and Botteron and Arditi [S] developed models (which generalize existing ones [7, 181) giving quantitative predictions [22] for the foraging behaviour of an animal in an arbitrary habitat. In mathematical terms, the problem turns out to be (Ps) (for details see Section 5) . There, u = u(x) corresponds to the schedule (i.e., u' is the reciprocal of the velocity) of the animal, x denotes its position in the habitat, and S denotes the foraging period of the animal, (i.e., the available total time it has for searching and acquiring food). The minimization of the functional E corresponds to the maximization of the energy gained in [Z, 3, 271 or to the maximization of a more general currency balancing gains and risks in [S, 311, which is directly related to the fitness of the animal [28] .
A related problem (P) of ecological interest is to find the optimal foraging period that the animal should allocate to the foraging activity in its whole habitat. In mathematical terms, this means that we want to find, among all values S > 0 for which (Ps) has a solution, the one which minimizes the value function m(S), i.e., inf{m(S): S b 0 such that (Ps) has a solution} = inf(inf[E(o): v E IV,]: S 2 0 such that (Ps) has a solution}.
(P)
It will turn out that (P) has a solution denoted S,, which is exactly the same as the above S, (see Theorem 4.1 for more details).
THE CASE I) = 0
We are concerned in this section with Problems (P,) and (P), defined in the Introduction, for the functional
The resolution in that case is simpler than in the more general case (Sections 3,4), but it gives more precise results. We do not consider the standard coercivity assumption on 4(x,.) (4(x, v') 2 uIv'I p, with c1> 0, p > 1 ), but a weaker assumption (A2) allowing decreasing 4(x,. ) in view of the applications in ecology (Section 5).
We shall make the following hypotheses on 4: EXAMPLE. The functions 4r(x, 5) = p(x) e-<, considered in the ecological applications (Section 5), and &(x, 5) = c(x) tp, with p > 1, satisfy (Al) and (A2), provided that c, p E C'(0, 1) and c(x) > 0 in [0, I]. In fact, one could weaken the regularity of p to admit piecewise continuous functions in the ecological applications [6] .
The following theorem states the sufficiency of the classical necessary conditions applied to (Ps) and gives the solution of (P). (ii) If 4(x,.) is strictly decreasing (resp. strictly increasing) for almost every XE [0, 11, then the value function m(S) = inf{E(v): VE W,} is strictly decreasing (resp. strictly increasing) and S, = + co (resp. S, = 0) is the solution of (P). 
(1) is exactly the classical necessary conditions [8] . Note also that Q,, is the set where the Euler equation is satisfied.
(ii) Consider O<S< T< + 00. We have, using the results of [6] , as < aT? a,, = a,,, and f&(x) <fa,(x),
for every x E Qas. (2) From (i), we have
where wS (resp. wT) stands for the unique solution of characterized by (1) . But with (1) and (2), (3) [4(x> 0) -4(x, f&))l dx.
Using the strict monotonicity of 4, we deduce the strict monotonicity of m and hence the theorem. 1
NON-EXISTENCE FOR LARGE S
In this section, we consider (PS), defined in the Introduction for the general functional
We show that for sufficiently large S, (PS) has no solution (Theorem 3.1), and that the value function m(S) = inf{E(u): u E W,} = inf(P,) is constant beyond a certain value of S (Lemma 3.2).
We shall make use of the following hypotheses on 4 and $: The following theorem is a non-existence result for (P,) for large S. THEOREM 3.1. Under the hypotheses (Bl) and (B2), there exists S, > 0 such that (Ps) has no solution, for every S > S, .
Remark. The non-existence follows in this problem from the lack of coercivity (Bl ) of 4.
To prove Theorem 3.1, we shall use the following LEMMA 3.2. Under the hypotheses (Bl ) and (B2), there exists S, > 0 such that inf( P,) = inf( Ps, 2) for every S > S, .
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We divide the proof into two steps:
Step 1. We first show that there exists S, > 0 such that inf(P,) > inf(P,,) for every S > S, . It will be sufhcient to show that for every WE W,, there exists DE W,,, such that E(w) >E(v).
Using (B2), there exists S, > 0 such that h(r) > c + GMO), for every r B 2,
where c and &, are given by (Bl ). Fix S > S, and any w E W,. Let X E 10, I[ denote any point (which may be not unique) such that w(1 -z,=;. With this definition (see Fig. i ), (2) w(x) 2 v(x), for every XE [0, 11. Using (2), we have
since by (Bl),
for every x E 10, 1 --XC, 2 +-X)-4,(0),
where we used the fact that do is decreasing (Bl ) and w' > 0.
Using (B2), (2) , and (l), we have since S> S, and w' 2 0, which implies that
Collecting (3) and (4), we get E(w) > E(v). Since such a construction (2) is valid for any given w E W,, we obtain Step 1.
Step 2. We now show that in fact inf(P,) = inf(P,,) for every S > S,. It will be sufficient to show that for every v E Ws,2, there exists a sequence {v,} c W, such that E(v,) + E(v) if n + + cc.
Fix S > S, and consider any given v E W,,, . For n > 1 an integer, define U,E Ws by
Clearly, from the hypotheses on 4 and I++, we have E(v,) + E(v), if n -t + 00. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 1 Proof of Theorem 3.1. Consider S> S,, where S1 is given by Lemma 3.2. Suppose for contradiction that w E W, is a solution of (P,). From the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can construct a function v E Ws,2 such that E(w) > E(v). But from Lemma 3.2 again, we have E(v) < E(w) = inf(P,) = inf(P,,), which is absurd, since v E W,,, . Hence, for every fixed S > S, , (P,) has no solution. We consider the case where Ii/(x,.) is increasing and & is decreasing and convex, which is the case related to the ecological applications (Section 5). Furthermore, we assume that p is increasing.
The main result (Theorem 4.1) we obtain is the existence of a critical value S, such that (Ps) has a solution if and only if SE [0, S,]. Furthermore, S, is the solution of (P). To prove Theorem 4.1, we proceed in several steps. The two main steps are:
Step 1. Using rearrangement techniques, we first show that minimizers of (Ps) are convex functions (Lemma 4.2).
Step 2. We then show that even if (Ps) has no solution, we can associate to (Ps) a "relaxed" problem (Ps) (which is the same problem as (Ps), except that we allow functions u with u( 1) < S, instead of u( 1) = S), such that inf(P,) = inf(P,). We show using direct methods of the calculus of variations that (P,) has always a solution (Lemma 4.3).
We shall make use in this section of the following hypotheses on p, Ql,,, and $: (C4) q+, is not identically constant.
Remarks.
(1) Hypotheses (Cl) and (C2) are stronger than those of the preceding section, (Bl) and (B2).
(2) The regularity of #,, and $ can be weakened to q5,,, II/ E IV'," (hypotheses (Cl) and (C2)) for parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.1.
(3) We do not need hypothesis (C4) in the main steps of the proof of Theorem 4.1. We make this hypothesis only to ensure that S, # 0.
(4) The example given in Section 3, of ecological interest, satisfies (Cl ) to (C4), provided that p is increasing and p > 1. The case p = 1 is solved in [S] without the assumption that p is increasing. In that case, the solutions of (Ps) are characterized by the usual necessary conditions [e.g., S] and the value of S, is explicitly found.
The main result of this section is the following (ii) S, is the solution of(P). In particular, inf(P,) = inf(P,<)for every s>,s,.
Furthermore, if (C4) holds, then S, > 0.
Remarks. (1) For the non-existence result of Section 3, no convexity of q5,, was needed, while, for an existence result, the convexity of do ensures the weak lower semicontinuity of the functional E [e.g., 111.
(2) In view of (Cl) and (C3), the functional E is strictly convex and admits then at most one minimizer.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is divided into several lemmas. Lemma 4.2 states that the minimizers of (Ps) are convex functions. Remark. We do not need Hypothesis (C3) for Lemma 4.2.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. To prove Lemma 4.2, we use rearrangement techniques [14] . Since CW,c W,, we only need to show that inf(P,) 2 inf{E(u): UECW,} to conclude. It is therefore sufficient to construct for every function w E W, a convex function w, E CWS such that E(w,) Q E(w).
Fix 
where we used (Cl), i.e., that do is decreasing and p is increasing. Another property [e.g., 24, Lemma 3.11 of increasing rearrangements is that w(x) 2 w, (xl, for every x E [O, 11.
Hence, by (C2), we then have jol @(x, w) dx> j; $(x, w,) dx.
Combining (1) and (2), we get E(w,) < E(w), which concludes the proof of Lemma 4.2. [
We now introduce the "relaxed" problem (Ps), which is (P,), except that we allow admissible functions not to reach S (i.e., u( 1) < S instead of $1)=&s).
More precisely, let for S B 0
TVs= {uEW','(O, l):u(O)=O, v(l),<& ~'20 a.e.} and inf{ E(u): u E Ws} = inf(Ps). m
We now study the relationship between (Ps) and (P,): (2) If (Ps) has a solution UE Ws, then u is also a solution of (P,). Hence u' is finite in [0, l[, but in general we do not have that u'( 1) < + co.
Such an example would be S= 1 and E(v) = j: [ep"'(x) + u(x)] dx, which has a solution u E W, with u'( 1) = + GO [6, for details].
Proof of Lemma 4.3. (i) Let SZ 0 be fixed. Since W,c qt,, we already have that inf( P,) > inf( P,).
To get equality in this last expression, it will be sufficient to associate to every u E ?V, a sequence {II,} c W, such that E(u,) + E(u) if n --) + co. The construction of such a sequence is easily done for any u E W,, proceeding as in Step 2 of the proof of Lemma 3.2.
(ii) For N> 1 an integer, let I, denote the interval
We introduce the notation 
Consider a minimizing sequence {w,} c Ws of (Ps). From Lemma 4.2, we may assume that {w, > c C W, and from (i) that {w,} is also a minimizing sequence of (Ti,), since W, c ps. Hence, w, is a convex function, for every n and lim inf E( w,) = inf( P,) = inf( P,). n-r +m (3) We now prove that the sequence {w,} is in fact weak star compact in wl.yzN). Fix N > 1 an integer. For any integer n, since w, is convex, we have for almost every x E Z, 
With this definition, we have that WE ps. Furthermore, from (4) w is convex and w E W'yZN), for every N > 1.
We can now prove that the function w defined in (5) is a solution of (P,).
Since w E Rs, we have, using (2) E(w) d E( w; I,) + E, if N>N,,.
The convexity of do ensures the weak star lower semicontinuity of E [e.g., 111. Hence,
E( w; IN) < lim inf E( w, ; I,). n+ +m
Since I, c 10, 1 [, we have lim inf E( w, ; I,) < lim inf E( w,). n+ +m n-r +co (7) Combining (6), (7), and (3), we get E(w) < inf(p),) + E.
Since w E ii/, and E is arbitrary, the function w defined by (5) is a solution of (Ps), which is unique if E is strictly convex. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.3. 1
Remarks. (1) The convexity of &, plays a crucial role in establishing the weak star lower semicontinuity of E, but, up to now, we did not use the convexity hypothesis (C3) on $(x,.).
(2) In general, the solution w E m's of (Ps), defined by (5) With the following lemma, we characterize the non-existence of solutions of (PSI. (i) (Ps) has no solution; (ii) there exists WE qS\ W,, such that inf(P,) = E(w), for every 7-E L-N1 ), a.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. We first show that (i) implies (ii): From Lemma 4.3, we know there exists w E Ft, such that E(w) = inf(?,) = inf(P,).
(
Since (P,) has no solution, w E R's\ W, and hence w( 1) < S. It remains to be shown that inf(P,) = E(w), for every TE [w(l), S].
Consider any TE [w(l), S]. Since inf(P,) = inf(P,), w E @',,,(i), and we have that Then (2) results from (1) and (3).
We now show that (ii) implies (i): Suppose for contradiction that (Ps) has a solution DE: W,. Suppose now that there exists w satisfying (ii); we then have v f w and E(u) = inf(P,) = inf(Ps) = E(w), by choosing T= S in (ii). However, the above identity means that (P,) has two minimizers, which is absurd, because of the strict convexity of E. Hence (Ps) has no solution. m
The next lemma characterizes values S for which (Ps) has one solution or none. 
Suppose for contradiction that VE W, is a solution of (PR), for some fixed R > S. We then have E(w) = inf(P,) = inf(P,) > inf(pJ = inf(P,) = E(v).
Considering any fixed AE]~, (S-w(l))/(R-w(l))[, we define (2) VA(X) = h(x) + (1 -A) w(x) for every xE [0, 11.
With this definition, vi, E ms\ W,. With (2) and the strict convexity of E, we then get
where we used (1) with T= S and Lemma 4.3. The above expression is absurd since vi. E ms; hence (PR) has no solution.
(ii) follows from (i) if R > 0 and is trivial for R = 0. 1
We now define the critical value S, 20 separating small values S for which (Ps) has a solution from large values for which (Ps) has none: S, = inf{Sa 0: (P,) has no solution}.
The existence of S, is ensured by Theorem 3.1. We have the following 
From (Cl) to (C4) we deduce that for n large enough f'(0) < 0. But that contradicts (2) and hence S, > 0. m
The following lemma studies the properties of the value function m(S) = inf{ E(u): u E IV,> = inf(P,). studied in this paper appears in optimal foraging models [20, 22 , 261 of behavioural ecology [19] . These models attempt to find the optimal way for an animal to behave in its foraging activity (i.e., search and acquisition of food) and often resort to the tools of optimal control theory [9, lo] . The model of Arditi and Dacorogna [2, 3, 4 , 181 deals with the situation of an animal moving through its habitat to find food. The food resource is not assumed to be uniformly distributed as in many models [e.g., 11, or to be piecewise constant (patchy) as in most studies [e.g., 71. It is assumed that the initial food density p is any arbitrary piecewise continuous function, allowing therefore more general situations where patch delimitation of the food resource is impossible (e.g., an antelope grazing in the African savanna [ 191) .
The animal is described by the inverse function of its trajectory in the habitat (interval [0, l]), i.e., by its schedule u = u(x) (time as a function of position x). The animal crosses the habitat during the foraging period S (u(O) = 0, a( 1) = S), which is the total time allocated to the foraging activity. The maximum velocity of the animal is constrained. This gives rise to the optimization constraint u'(x) > 0 in [0, 11.
The schedule derivative u'(x) is called the "foraging presence" at point x. It represents the time during which the animal consumes the resource at point x. It is assumed that the local renewal rate of food resource is slow, so that as the animal stays in the same place, the rate at which it acquires food drops [30] . This gives rise to the dependence &(u') = e-"', or to some other more general function @,, than the exponential satisfying hypothesis (Cl) of Section 4. The energy gained G in the whole habitat is therefore G(u) = [: p(x)[ 1 -e-""x'] dx. This quantity G is directly related to the fitness that must be maximized by optimal behaviour [28] . In the first variant of the model [2] , the animal is a "time constrained energy maximizer" [27] . This means that finding an optimal behaviour consists in finding an admissible u maximizing G in the function space W,, for fixed S > 0. This is equivalent to Problem (P,) with $ z 0, treated in Section 2.
In another variant of the model, Botteron and Arditi [5] introduce risk costs in terms of fitness [28] . These costs are related to the distance from the animal to a central place such as a nest or cache [ 17, 253 . They describe, for example, the risk of being captured while foraging [13, 161 or of losing the nest or the offspring while away [ 15,231. Other situations can be considered and this variant deals with arbitrary risk costs which alter the foraging optimal behaviour [29] . The total risk cost is usually of the form In this variant, the fitness to be maximized by an optimal behaviour v E W, is G -C. This is equivalent to Problem (Ps) with E(a)=/:
[p(x)e-"""'+h(x)[u(x)lP] dx.
For each fixed foraging period S 2 0, first (P,) is solved (Sections 3,4). Afterwards, Problem (P) compares the optimal behaviours for different values S and determines the finite optimal foraging period (also called "optimal duration of absence from the nest" [S] ), which is S, (Section 4). In the case J/ = 0 (Section 2), no risk costs are introduced in the model [Z] . That is why S, = + cc is the solution of (P), corresponding to the entire consumption of the available resource p. This problem is of ecological interest, because it determines the portion of the animal's time that should be allocated to foraging in order to be optimal, the remaining time being devoted to other activities [e.g., 21, 291. The optimal behaviour in that case balances the two conflicting needs of foraging efficiently and of minimizing the risks incurred (e.g., risk of predation [31] ). This conflict is translated mathematically by the decrease of 4(x,.) against the growth of $(x,.).
